An actual example of our online consultation service :
Question - I want to know my career I have good qualification but I don't have
good and stable job suggest me how I can improve this situation ?
Answer with analysis –
Namaskar
Abc…… according to astrology Libra ascendant (tula lagna) and Sagittarius moon
sign (dhanu rashi) is rising in your horoscope, Saturn mercury & Venus are
favorable planets in your horoscope.
In your horoscope Sun is in its own sign this is a good combination which shows
you are a confidant and dedicating person for your duties and because of strong
sun you have strong will power, Jupiter (planet of knowledge) aspects Mercury
(planet of intellect) which makes you an intelligent and deep thinking person but
Saturn and Rahu aspects moon in your horoscope so there would be mental
instability in your life and you will also face over thinking problem.
In your horoscope combination of Mercury (9th house lord) & Venus (ascendant
lord) is a benefic combination which creates opportunities in life and because of
strong sun you will be a respective person in society but some malefic planetary
combination also present in your horoscope which makes your life struggle full in
your horoscope Jupiter and mars are debilitated which stops growth in your life
and creates instability or ups & down in your life.
Career : you specially asked about your career and job so………..according to
astrology in horoscope 10th house and its lord represent our career and Saturn
also signifies our professional life, in your horoscope debilitated mars is posited in
10th house (house of career) because of this 10th house is so weak in your
horoscope which creates hurdles in career besides this Saturn is exalted in your
horoscope normally exalted Saturn gives a strong career but here Saturn is under
malefic influence of ketu which reduces Saturn’s power so because or exalted
Saturn you will get opportunities in your career but not according to your
expectation, Mercury & Venus two benefic planets sports your career house but

specially debilitated mars is a negative part in your horoscope 10th house is so
weak because of debilitated mars, so according to planetary combination in your
horoscope your career would be struggle full and you have to do much efforts to
succeed, because of weak 10th house person doesn’t get expected results in
career and so strong sun makes you dedicating for your works but weak 10th
makes your career unstable, (we will recommend some astrological remedies for
this)
In now days moon antardasha (8/6/2016 to 8/4/2017) is running in moon
mahadasha (8/6/2016 to 9/6/2026) in your horoscope, moon is 10th house lord
and aspects 9th house (house of destiny) so moon antardasha is good for you but
you are facing Saturn’s sadesati from November 2014 which is struggle full for you
and there would be ups and down for you in last two years now Saturn will enter
in Sagittarius (in your moon sign) which will also be struggle full for you, besides
this mars antardasha will start from 8/4/2017 to 8/11/2017 and mars is
debilitated in 10th house so according to planetary combination upcoming time is
not good for your career and there will not be any major opportunity in your
career soon but on 12th September 2017 Jupiter will enter in Libra which will be
helpful for your career and you will find betterment in your career because of
Saturn’s sadesati there would not any major change but you will find betterment
in your career or job after September 2017 but as we mentioned according to
planetary combination your career is struggle full so you have to follow some
astrological remedies always.
If we see career in future then after mars antardasha there will be Rahu and
Jupiter’s antardasha between November 2017 to September 2020 this time
period will also not be very good for your career it will be average but after this
there will be Saturn and Mercury antardasha between 7/9/2020 to 8/9/2023
which will be fruit full for you specially for your career so between September
2020 to September 2023 your career will improve and you will find many
opportunities in your career in that time.

We are recommending some astrological remedies which will be helpful for you
specially for your career so follow these remedies regularly and you will find
positive change in your professional life…………….
Remedy :
1. Wear a 7.25 carat Lapis (lajvrat) with a silver ring in right hand middle finger
on Saturday morning or you can wear it with a locket in your neck.
2. Wear a 7.25 carat Emerald (panna) with a silver ring in right hand little
finger on Wednesday morning or you can wear it with a locket in your neck.
3. Chant the mantra – Om Ang Angarkay Namaha 108 times daily.
4. Chant the mantra – Om Som Somay Namaha 108 times daily.
5. Recite Hanuman chalisa daily.
6. Donate whole urad (black gram) to poor people on every Saturday.
7. Feed jaggery (Gud) to cow on every Tuesday.
8. Light a mustard oil lamp to peepal tree in any temple or in shani temple.
ll shri Hanumate namaha ll

